
ADV7180 

AGC and Peak White operation 



Basic operation 

AGC 

AGC is based on sync depth. Sync depth is measured, compared 
to the standard input which determines what the sync depth 
should be. Gain is applied to the entire signal until the sync depth 
matches the input video standard depth specification. 

PW 

PW is activated when the active video exceeds the peak white 
range. PW can only attenuate the active video it cannot apply gain 
to the video. PW is independent of sync depth. 



Peak white response 
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The blue plot is read from left to 

right. The blue plot shows the output 

video from an encoder when the 

Input signal is increased into the 

video decoder. Both AGC and PW 

are turned on.  As can be seen from 

the plots once the max Y-output 

value is reached the PW algorithm 

maintains a constant Y output level 

The pink plot works from right to left. 

A max input signal is applied at the 

input. The input signal from the 

generator is reduced. The Peak 

white algorithm activated means 

that the agc does not change the 

gain setting and the output signal 

level reduces. Once a significant 

decrease in the sync depth has 

been monitored the decoder 

increases the gain back to the 

correct output level. This cycle is 

repeated until PW is deactivated as 

the signal no longer exceeds the 

Peak White level. 



Applied Gain value for Peak white on and 

off.  
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These plots again should be read from 

right to left. 

These plots are readbacks of the 

applied gain within the ADV7180. These 

values are available in reg 0x2F and 

0x30 of the ADV7180. 

The pink plot is AGC with PW turned off. 

The input signal is reduced, the 

ADV7180 monitors the sync depth and 

as it decreases the applied gain value 

increases to compensate. 

 

The blue plot is the applied gain when 

both AGC and peak white is on. As the 

input video signal is reduced the gain 

value does not update until a significant 

change in sync depth has been 

monitored. Once this change has been 

monitored it updates the applied gain 

value. 

 

 



Applied Gain value on powerup (PW off) 
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On powerup the clamps are in an unknown state. They will “hunt” for the video signal. This will cause the video signal to 

be moved up and down as shown above at (a) 

During this process the active video will exceed the peak white threshold but as PW is turned off it does not effect the 

applied gain value. The sync depth reading value will also vary at this initial settling phase. The AGC algoroithm will  

constantly monitor the sync depth and the applied agc gain value will vary for this initial phase but will quickly come to it 

final value when the input signal has been clamped to its final value.. 

Ever subsequent plug in will see some applied gain variation only during the initial settling phase but as the clamps will 

always bring the signal to the same level the AGC which is constantly monitoring the sync level and changing gain will 

reach the same constant value as before. 

As the settling of the input video signal is very quick the value read back for applied gain will be constant for plug ins as 

the applied gain value will have settled before the applied gain reading is taken meaning that for several plug ins the 

readback appled gain value is constant. 

 

(a) 



Ideal Gain settting 

The ideal seteup for applied gain would be 

1) On powerup or switching of inputs only AGC is applied, PW is 

turned off 

2) Once the signal has settled PW is turned on. 

3) This will ensure the same gainis applied all the time. 


